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Abstract

Introduction and Objective. For years the concept of informed consent has been gaining strength as an expression of
patient and research participant’s autonomy. The interpreted Regulations allows for obtaining a substitute consent from that
person’s legally designated representative which, de facto, is the decision of an authorized entity to include the participant
in the study presuming that he/she would agree. The inability to consent in a specific situation and allowing for substitute
consent from a different entity (a legally designated representative) is permission to participate in the proposed form of
clinical trial. Through the introduced solution, the autonomy of the participant who, for various reasons, cannot consent
to participate in clinical trials has been limited. The aim of the study was to analyze the concept of substitute consent in a
research setting. 
Brief description of the state of knowledge. The legal obligation to obtain consent originates from the early 20th century.
This concept has evolved over the years and broadened in scope to increase the significance of patient autonomy. The
analyzed Regulation indicates that the concept of informed consent has been redefined in the clinical research setting to
incorporate those who lack the possibility to self-decide. The directive introduces the concept of substitute consent, which
is an innovative solution that can affect current research protocols. 
Conclusion. Traditional requirements for informed consent have been omitted (in this redefined Act), which is an innovative
legislative solution that can facilitate research.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVE
One of the main challenges of this Regulation is to overcome
the lack of harmonization of procedures related to clinical
trials conducted within and between different European
Union Member States. Initiatives contained in the Regulation
concern research registration in the European database, and
preparation of relevant documents related to the process
of providing information and obtaining consent from
potential research participants. The Regulation additionally
aims to merge various rules concerning informed consent
in emergency situations n orders to bring benefits to both
participants of such research and the researchers. This
aspect is becoming increasingly important considering the
growing number of multi-centre and international studies.
The new Regulation allows for conducting trials in emergency
situations without prior consent, naturally under several
conditions [1]. This is an innovative solution, all the more so
because recent decades have abounded in the development
of possibilities of conduct related to strict compliance with
research participants’ subjectivity and autonomy [2, 3, 4].
This compliance manifests itself in the number of types of
consents used in the medical setting (Tab. 1). The aim of the
proposed review article was to bring closer the introduced
Regulation and to turn attention towards the possibility
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of redefining informed consent and obtaining it through
simplified means (substitute consent).
STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
On analyzing the content of the Regulation on clinical
trials of medicinal products for human use, new consentrelated concepts emerge [5, 6] which apply to participants in
emergency situations and those incapacitated. The process
of medical research, apart from meeting a number of
specific conditions of a specialist and technological nature,
also requires knowledge of the legal principles related to
conducting clinical trials. [7, 8, 9, 10] These principles focus
mainly on the participation and qualification of clinical
trial participants. [6] The proportionality of acceptable and
possible risk-to-benefit ratio is currently determined by a
declaration of will of the research participant, i.e. constructs
of informed consent [11, 12, 13, 14].
The necessity to obtain consent from research participants
had already been noted and underlined at the end of the
19th century. One of the first legal regulations springing
from lack of consent was a decree specifying requirements
of obtaining consent issued following a syphilis experiment
conducted by Professor Neisser [15]. Unethical research
conducted in the 20th century forced the adoption of the
Nuremberg Code which, for the first time, defined ten rules
for the admissibility of experiments on humans. Another
important Act is the Helsinki Declaration of the World
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Table 1. Chosen types of consent and their characteristics
TYPE

Presumed

Blanket

Dynamic

Informed

Substitute

Conclusive

Written/
Oral/ Conclusive

Written / Conclusive

Written

Written

-

Short

Short

Individually
determined

Short

In person -necessity
to express refusal

Legal representative/
In person

Legal representative/
In person

Legal representative/
In person

Legal representative /entity indicated in
substitution

Information

-

-

General information

Full information

Information determined in its scope by the
research organizer or other authorized entity

Application

Transplantation

Medical aid

Scientific research

Medical aid/ research

Scientific research

FEATURES
Form of consent
Time for making a
decision
Entity authorized to
express consent

Medical Association, which defines the ethical principles for
conducting research involving humans.[16, 17] According to
the Declaration, the physician is required, among others, to
obtain the research participant’s voluntary consent. In the
case where the person is incapable of self-deciding, informed
consent should be obtained from the legal representative
of the research participant. Article 5 of the Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Human Dignity
in the Application of Biology and Medicine, also specifies
the elementary principle of consent (informed and free)
of the research participant of any interference. Currently,
participants’ consent is a necessary condition for conducting
research, as well as for any medical interference. Article 5 of
the Oviedo Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine
also determines the basic principles of consent of the research
participant (information and voluntariness [18].
Pursuant to the provisions of the definition contained
in the discussed Regulation – informed consent signifies a
subject’s
free and voluntary expression of his or her willingness
to participate in a particular clinical trial, after having
been informed of all aspects of the clinical trial that are
relevant to the subject’s decision to participate or, in case
of minors and of incapacitated subjects, an authorisation
or agreement from their legally designated representative
to include them in the clinical trial [19].
The regulation, which is a legislative novelty, introduces
the categorization of informed consent for participants who
are free to express it, and for those who are not fully able or
entitled to do so, i.e. in case of emergencies related to loss
of consciousness, or those incapacitated [14, 19]. In this
situation, a specific legally designated entity is entitled to
provide consent, which in the nomenclature of the Regulation
is also termed ‘informed’.
When conducting clinical trials, some of the patients may
(and even for their own benefit) be included in the studies
when their current state of health precludes the possibility
of providing informed consent. In such a situation, it is
impossible to fulfill the basic condition for participation in
a clinical trial [20]. To facilitate participation, the Regulation
sets out the premise for omitting the participant’s consent
in strictly defined situations [21, 22]. This applies to the
impossibility of articulating an opinion, e.g. by patients
who are unconscious, incapable of expressing their will,
and patients who are in emergency situations identified
as being life threatening that require immediate medical
attention. Additionally, scientific knowledge assumes that the

participation in a clinical trial of a participant who cannot
provide consent can result in significant benefits in the form
of: health improvement, r alleviation of suffering, or even a
cure [23].
Article 3 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union contains a provision on obtaining informed
consent from a person subjected to medical interventions,
[24] according to which informed consent requires a free and
voluntary declaration of the patient’s (participant’s) will to
undergo the proposed medical intervention (in this context
for clinical trials) [25]. Therefore, the state of participants
who are unable to provide consent precludes obtaining
informed consent in the traditional manner. However,
when it is beneficial to conduct a trial with this category
of participants and scientific information of similar value
cannot be obtained through studies involving participants
who are able to consent, such research would be of great
value. The new solution introduces a specific procedure of
substitute consent by obtaining it from the participant’s legal
representative. In this case, it is impossible to speak about
the informed consent of the research participant, but rather
about the decision by an authorized entity’s to include such a
participant in the research – presuming that the participant
would agree to it. Therefore, a definite novelty is that the
specificity of such situations allows for obtaining consent
from a person’s legal representative. Information on the
details of a clinical trial is provided to the legally designated
representative of such a person, or himself, if he/she is able
to understand them.
A legally designated entity should be understood as a
statutory or legal representative who acquires the possibility
to issue consent in substitution under appropriate procedures.
The Regulation specifies that the method of designating
such a representative is left to the Member States. [19] A
legally designated representative may, in accordance with
the Regulation, be
a natural or legal person, authority or body which,
according to the law of the Member State concerned, is
empowered to give informed consent on behalf of a subject
who is an incapacitated subject or a minor.
In the Polish legal system, this rule will apply to a legal
representative of the incapacitated person (i.e. statutory
representative), a guardian of a person partially incapacitated,
or the guardianship court [24]. Due to the significance of
such a solution, granting consent by an authorized entity
instead of a potential research participant is specified in
provisions that describe such proceedings. The process
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of obtaining consent in situations where the research
participant is unable to grant one should be preceded by
information on the conducted clinical trial to the legal
representative. The obligation to inform the subject or
his legal representative is specified in Article 29 of the
Regulation [19] which determines the rules and scope of
obtaining informed consent from the subject or his/her
legally designated representative. In order to obtain such
consent, the following information should be provided either
to the subject or his/her representative:
a. the nature, objectives, benefits, implications, risks and
inconveniences of the trial;
b. expected duration of the subject’s participation;
c. possible treatment alternatives;
d. consequences of discontinuing the trial;
e. rights of research participants [19].
The information provided should be comprehensive,
concise, clear, relevant and understandable to a person without
professional knowledge, and needs to be provided prior to a
planned clinical trial by a member of the research team. There
also needs to be information provided on the compensation
system, research number and the availability of research
results [19]. The participant or his/her legal representative
should also be provided with an appropriate (sufficient)
amount of time to consider the decision. Afterwards, consent
is to be obtained in writing from the subject or signed by
the legally designated representative. Clinical trial in case
of subjects unable to express consent or participants who
did not express consent prior to the onset of their incapacity
(Art. 31) may be conducted only when the conditions set in
Article 28 are met, and when consent is obtained from the
legally designated representative of such a person [19]. The
researcher should also respect the subject’s rights regarding
his/her refusal to participate (or withdrawal from) the clinical
trial. The subjects and their legal representatives are not
to be offered any material incentives (financial or other),
except for the reimbursement of expenses incurred for loss
of earnings during the time of research [19]. The mechanism
bypassing the participant’s informed consent and the use of
substitute consent may be applicable in clinical trials with
a low degree of intervention. What should be emphasized
and what constitutes another novelty is the possibility of
obtaining consent via electronic means (i.e. video) in the
presence of an impartial witness in a situation where the
subject is able to understand the information but unable to
sign proper documentation (a document confirming such
consent is then to be signed by the witness). Afterwards, the
participant or the legal representative receives a document (or
registered material) demonstrating and confirming consent
to clinical trial [19].
CONCLUSION
Consent, which here is de facto a substitute consent,
constitutes a departure from the traditionally understood
informed consent [26]. The concept, bypassing consent in the
case of specific groups of patients or specific conditions in
which patients find themselves, provides an opportunity to
formulate questions on the limits of autonomy in the decisionmaking process, and ultimately its value. The Regulation
clearly indicates that informed consent is unnecessary

in clinical trials among particular categories of patients;
such a view is also represented more extensively in other
publications [27, 28]. The process of ceding the possibility
of expressing consent to a different entity (i.e. a legally
designated representative) is to bring direct and measurable
benefits for research participants in the health care sphere.
Substitute consent to participate in a clinical trial introduced
in the Regulation may cause subjects to question such a
consent model after regaining consciousness and denying
consent to such proceedings. Subject’s argumentation may be
based on the impossibility of prior firm articulation of such a
decision. This, in turn, may initiate a dangerous situation in
the participant-research relationship, where, in the absence of
consent, and in the name of expected and foreseen research
benefits, the participant’s autonomy expressed by his/her
consent is not taken into account. As a consequence, this
may lead to claims for damages in the event of proving the
original stance of disagreement to conduct a clinical trial
and simultaneously to such a procedure. It may also cause
litigation in the case of a trial to obtain damages. The process
of obtaining such consent may also raise numerous doubts in
its interpretation, and additionally constitute a certain real
threat associated with possible abuses, which would involve
making decisions for a participant or even for participants
in the name of conducting specific research. This Regulation
gives a great deal of discretion to entities that are entitled to
express substitute consent, and may cause various ethical
dilemmas.
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